Math Course Sequence

Take The Math Placement Test
which will place you in one of the following classes:

Math C005
Basic Mathematics

Bus C007
Business Mathematics

Math C008
Pre-Algebra

Math C010
Beginning Algebra

Math C020*
Plane Geometry

Math C030
Intermediate Algebra

Math C100
Liberal Arts Math

Math C103
Statistics for Elementary Teachers

Math C104
Real Numbers for Elementary Teachers

Math C106
Geometry for Elementary Teachers

Math C115
College Algebra

Math C120
Trigonometry

Math C140
Survey of Calculus

Math C150
Finite Mathematics

Math C160
Introduction to Statistics

Math C170
Precalculus

Math C180
Calculus 1

Math C185
Calculus 2

Math C280
Calculus 3

*Currently not offered
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